Palmistry
What is Palmistry?
Palmistry is the sacred art of foretelling the future by the lines,
marks, fingers, nails, size and shape of the hand. Chiromancy
relates to reading the lines and markings on the palms,
whereas Chirology relates to reading the shape and form of the
palms. Chiromancy, comes from the Greek word, chir meaning
‘hand’ and manteia meaning ‘divination’; literally meaning
“divination through the hand”.
In a sense, your palm is actually a blueprint for your life’s
journey. Understanding this blueprint enables you to access
information not only about future trends, but also about a
whole range of ‘here and now’ issues such as relationships,
health, work, money and travel. Palmistry is an incredibly
accurate tool for self-awareness, predicting the future,
analysing the past and so much more.

Palmistry Readings
With over 35 years hands-on experience as a professional palmist, Max uses his keen insight and deep
understanding of palmistry to personally guide, counsel and empower his clients. Max’s honest and inspiring
manner coupled with his accuracy and practical approach guarantee a life changing experience that will open
the doors of possibility in exciting ways. Max will assist you to more easily confront and resolve your issues
in order to reach your full potential. Whether it’s spirituality, love & relationships, careers, children, finances
and more, Max will give you the answers and understanding you seek.

Love Between the Lines by Max Coppa
Love Between the Lines is a practical tool designed to assist you in understanding
love, sex and life through the secret art of palmistry. It will enable you to learn more
about yourself and others so that you can avoid negative patterns and build more
meaningful relationships.

Love Between the Lines is a fun and informative guide that will help you discover just
how compatible (sexually, emotionally, psychologically) you are with your current or
potential partner, assisting you to quickly identify your lovers strengths and
weaknesses, turn-ons and so much more.
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